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Model Predictive Control (MPC)
Model uncertainty handling

• Widely used for advanced control in a wide range of applications
• MPC solves an open-loop optimal control problem in receding horizon:

Open-loop feedback policy:

Two theoretical challenges:
• Receding-horizon control cannot systematically account for model uncertainty
• Open-loop optimal feedback is passively adaptive:
 Learning for model uncertainty reduction is accidental, due to feedback action
Morari and Lee, 1999; Rawlings and Mayne, 2009.
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Model Uncertainty Handling in Closed Loop
Robust and stochastic optimal control
Robust and stochastic MPC


Explicitly incorporate model/system uncertainty into the optimal control
problem to systematically guarantee robust stability and performance



Rely on the quality of model uncertainty descriptions



Use feedback control policies that can only passively learn about model
uncertainty



May lead to inadequate robust performance when the system drifts
“significantly” from nominal operation

Robust and stochastic MPC account for model uncertainty, but cannot
actively adapt the model uncertainty descriptions

Bemporad and Morari, 1999; Mayne, 2014; Farina et al., 2016; Mesbah, 2016.
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Model Uncertainty Handling in Closed Loop
Adaptive control, identification for control
Adaptive control methods





Regular model adaptation under closed-loop conditions, based on separation
of system identification and control design
Certainty equivalence (CE) control discards model uncertainty, leading to
robustness problems
Cautious control accounts for model uncertainty, but no active learning effect

Identification for control




Iterative closed-loop identification and CE control, identification of controloriented uncertainty sets for robust control
Optimal experiment design (OED) for systematic design of model uncertainty
description for a given control performance criterion
OED in closed loop leads to control inputs with some degree of active learning
Astrom and Wittenmark, 2008; Landau et al., 2011; Sastry and Bodson, 2011.
Van den Hof et al., 1995; Gevers, 2005; Hjalmarsson, 2005; Bombois et al., 2006.
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Model Uncertainty Handling in Closed Loop
Dual control

• Unified framework for (parametric) model uncertainty reduction and
stochastic optimal control
• According to Feldbaum, control inputs to an uncertain system must have
 Probing effect to probe the system dynamics for active learning
 Directing effect to control the system dynamics

• Control inputs must affect not only the states, but also their uncertainty
• The framework is developed for parametric model uncertainty
Feldbaum, 1960; Bar-Shalom and Tse, 1974.
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Endogenous Learning of Model Structure Uncertainty
Stochastic optimal control with dual effect
Objective
Address the receding-horizon control problem in the context of dual control for
model structure uncertainty handling in closed loop

Practical significance





Systems with complex dynamics that cannot be described by a single firstprinciples model tractable for control (e.g., physics-based model reduction)
Control over a range of operating windows
Systems with intrinsically stochastic dynamics
Online fault diagnosis and fault-tolerant control applications
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Optimal Control and Model Uncertainty Learning
Stochastic optimal control

• Hyperstate (a measure of system uncertainty):

• Stochastic optimal control problem (OCP):
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Optimal Control and Model Uncertainty Learning
Stochastic optimal control with dual effect

Dual effect
Bellman equation for dynamic programming (DP):
Dual effect

Immediate states

Future hyperstate

Dependence of control policy on (uncertain) knowledge of future states
is key to dual control (i.e., number of lookahead minimizations in DP)


Open-loop control policy:



Feedback control policy:



m-measurement feedback control policy:



Closed-loop control policy:
Bellman, 1957; Bar-Shalom and Tse, 1974.

Dual effect
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Optimal Control and Model Uncertainty Learning
Stochastic optimal control with dual effect

Closed-loop control policy
(N-1)-stage recursion of the Bellman equation yields closed-loop control
policy with dual effect:
• Exercise less caution in uncertainty handling due to causal anticipation of
future system observations
• Probe the system to reduce state uncertainty, thus actively adaptive
• Intrinsically seeks control-oriented model adaptation, i.e., model uncertainty
reduced to the extent needed for optimal control

Control inputs with dual effect maintain an optimal balance between
probing activity and control activity, which are naturally in conflict!
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Stochastic Optimal Control with Dual Effect
Approximate solutions to dual control

Recursion of the Bellman equation is intractable for practically-sized
systems due to curse of dimensionality
• Implicit dual control methods


Based on approximate DP (ADP) via replacing cost-to-go with approximations,
thus still involve recursion of the Bellman equation



Yield suboptimal closed-loop control policies (typically 2-stage lookahead
minimization)



Continuous state and action spaces in process control problems!

• Explicit dual control methods


Avoid recursion of the Bellman equation through adding system probing
capability to control inputs



Conflict between system probing and control!
Wittenmark, 1975; Bertsekas, 2000; Lee and Lee, 2004.
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Explicit Dual Control for Model Structure Uncertainty
SMPC with active model discrimination

No model separation

• Control the statistics of states (i.e.,
pdf shaping and chance constraint
handling)
• Discriminate between competing
models in a probabilistic sense under
closed loop

Distribution

Objective

Distribution

Model separation

Heirung and Mesbah, 2017.

State
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Explicit Dual Control for Model Structure Uncertainty
SMPC with active model discrimination

• Add probing for reducing model structure uncertainty via an explicit
cost of predicted similarity of distributions:
 The Kolmogorov metric is the largest difference between two CDFs
 The Kolmogorov distance of one-step-ahead predicted model CDFs included in
the cost function (each state in each pair of models)

• Each model’s validity probability updated online using Bayes’ Theorem

Heirung and Mesbah, 2017.
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Explicit Dual Control for Model Structure Uncertainty
SMPC with active model discrimination

• Add probing for reducing model structure uncertainty using an explicit
cost of predicted similarity of distributions:
 The Kolmogorov metric is the largest difference between two CDFs
 The Kolmogorov distance of one-step-ahead predicted model CDFs included in
the cost function (each state in each pair of models)

• Propagate all models one-step ahead
• Propagate the most probable model for evaluation of chance
constraints and cost function
Heirung and Mesbah, 2017.
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SMPC with Active Model Discrimination

Deterministic formulation for optimal control problem
Generalized polynomial chaos
Probabilistic parameters

A) For a state variable

Initial conditions
P

gPC

Output

Multivariate polynomial basis

Uncertainties
: max order of polynomial
: number of probabilistic
variables

B) Apply Galerkin projection for
each coefficient:

PCE coefficients

Stochastic noise W

: univariate polynomial basis

: order of

• Closed-form expressions for moments
• Surrogate model for MC to construct pdfs
System of (P+1)×nx ODEs
Xiu and Karniadakis, 2002.

• Account for model uncertainty in OED
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Case Study I

Explicit dual control vs. implicit dual control (dynamic programming)
• Two linear, scalar models of the form
• Parameters:

(stable, high input gain)
(unstable, large negative input gain)

• Implicit dual control and SMPC with active model discrimination lead to
Similar control input space (i.e., near identical cost-to-go)
Numeric DP solution

SMPC with active model
discrimination
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Case Study II

Two-tank system with multiple faults
• Two inputs: flow into Tank 1 (through pump) and valve between tanks
• Two faults: Leak from Tank 1; performance loss in the pump
• Control objective: Track level setpoint in Tank 2
• Chance constraint: Level in Tank 1 below 9 with 95 % probability
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Case Study II

SNMPC with active fault detection vs. passive fault detection
Passive fault detection

Active fault detection

Consistent online fault detection, leading to improved constraint handling and
setpoint tracking
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Explicit Dual Control for Model Structure Uncertainty
Open questions
•

Model distinguishability and the required input energy

•

Formulation of the stochastic optimal control problem with integrated
input design

•

Control-oriented model structure adaptation

•

Feasibility of the stochastic optimal control problem

•

Guaranteed model discrimination in a probabilistic sense

•

Sample-based vs. sample-free formulations
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Summary

Stochastic optimal control with autonomous model adaptation
• Dual control provides a unified framework for model uncertainty reduction
and stochastic optimal control
• Control inputs with dual effects are actively adaptive (in contrast to feedback
control where the learning is accidental)
• Dual control relies on dynamic programming (i.e., curse of dimensionality):
 Implicit dual control may be impractical for real applications
 Explicit dual control are based on optimal experiment design in closed loop
• Dual control for model structure uncertainty can hold promise for:
 Advanced control based on lumped-parameter, physics-based models
 Online fault diagnosis and fault-tolerant control applications
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Dual Control of Atmospheric-Pressure Plasma Jet
Biomedical applications: safe dose delivery

Flowing He/Ar (with 1-5% air, H2O, O2 admixture) under the effect of
electric field for direct treatment of a substrate




Nonlinear, distributed dynamics
Intrinsic stochasticity
Fast dynamics

kINPen (CE), Griefswald, Germany
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Stochastic Modeling

Polynomial chaos for uncertainty propagation
STEP 1: For a given noise realization
Probabilistic parameters

A) For a state variable

Initial conditions
P

Output

gPC

Multivariate polynomial basis

Uncertainties
: max order of polynomial
: number of probabilistic
variables

B) Apply Galerkin projection for
each coefficient:

PCE coefficients

Stochastic noise W

: univariate polynomial basis

: order of

System of (P+1) (nx) ODEs, one equation per coefficient and state
Xiu and Karniadakis, SIAM Journal on Scientific Computing, 24, 619-644, 2002.
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Stochastic Modeling

Polynomial chaos for uncertainty propagation
STEP 2: Propagation w.r.t. all noise realizations
Probabilistic parameters

Initial conditions

gPC

Output

Stochastic noise w
Step 1

Expected value of coefficients

Coefficients

Variance of coefficients due to stochasticity:
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Case study: Two tanks with two possible faults
• Passive algorithm (left):
• Inconsistent fault
detection
• Constraint violation
• Poor output tracking
• Active algorithm (right):
• Improved fault
detection
• No constraint
violation
• Acceptable output
tracking
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